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Mobile apps are powerful communication tools, especially 
when it comes to sharing geographies of businesses, events, 
or other organizational needs. While most of us focus on 
setting up the back end of these apps, there are also front 
end design functions that need to be prioritized to keep your 
users’ attention,  such as the graphic user interface (GUI). 
Developing the GUI for mobile apps is a process that in-
volves several moving parts, or in this case—several moving 
files. This can be a daunting task when trying to keep track 
of every linked design element 
and colors that match your app’s 
brand.  However, one easy way 
to save yourself time in applying 
your color scheme to your ele-
ments is to save them all to one 
style sheet, this month’s “tip”.

In Android Studio, an integrated 
development environment that 
is used to develop mobile apps 
for android and iOS devices, you 
can save your styling sheets and 
active codes to linked project 
folders. The style sheet files that 
are primarily used for this are 
the colors.xml and themes.xml 
files that are automatically cre-
ated under your app’s resources 
(res) folder. 

1. In Android Studio, locate 
and open the colors.xml file 
in the project folder (app/res/
values/colors.xml). In this 
template, there are a series 
of colors listed with HEX 
(hexadecimal) values and 
string values saved to each 
name variable, E.g.:

<tag variable = “string”> HEX value </tag>

<color name = “purple_200”> #FFBB86FC </color>.  

The column to the left in Figure 1 previews each chosen color.

2. Click the Run button to generate an app preview in the emu-
lator to see how the current color scheme appears (Figure 1).

3. Open the themes.xml file in the project folder (app/res/
values/themes/themes.xml). Based on the template, de-
fault primary and secondary colors were applied for the 
app where each name variable is linked to the colors.xml 
file by calling @color and the string name of the variable 
(Figure 2), E.g.:

<item name = “colorPrimary”> @color/purple_500 </item> 
in the themes.xml is directly linked to <color name = 
“purple_500”>  #FFBB86FC </color> in the colors.xml.
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Figure 1: Default HEX values in colors.xml file and app preview.
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Figure 2: Set primary and secondary color schemes linked to themes.xml. 
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4. In the colors.xml file, replace the 
default HEX values with new val-
ues and replace the default string 
with another descriptor (Figure 3) 
E.g.:

<color name= “peach”> #D2506B </
color>

5. In the themes.xml file, update the 
primary and secondary HEX val-
ues with the new reference colors 
(Figure 4), E.g.:

<item name = “colorPrimary”> @
color/purple_500 </item>  is now  
<item name = “colorPrimary”> @
color/peach </item>

6. Click the Run button to generate a 
new app preview in the emulator to 
see changes (Figure 5)

And voila! 

Your updated style sheet can now 
be called upon for unique interface 
features or any additional theme you 
might create later on. If you encounter 
issues with calling colors from the style 
sheet, some quick ways to trouble shoot 
the issue can include:

• Check if you are updating the right 
xml file

• Make sure the string name you 
save the HEX value to is concise 
and easy to remember

• Check if you are calling the right 
variable (E.G. are you calling a 
secondary color from the themes.
xml or a particular color from the 
colors.xml?)

• Run the emulator to refresh and 
see if your changes are applied to 
the right sections of the app

For more information on styling themes and color design 
management, visit the additional resources below. 

Send your questions, comments, and tips to GISTT@ASPRS.org.
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Figure 3: Colors.xml file with new HEX values.

Figure 4: Primary and secondary color schemes linked to updated colors.xml file.

Figure 5: Updated app preview with new HEX values applied.
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